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This paper proposes a new method to extract the objects' 3D information 

for monocular robot navigation. The proposed method is based upon the 

Region-Based Deformable Net (RbDN) technique that we developed in 

[1]. This technique is modified to segment any real time video sequence 

captured from a single moving camera. Instead of deforming a single 

contour, typically used with other deformable contour methods, RbDN 

technique deforms a planner net. The net consists of elastic polygons that 

represent the segmented regions' boundaries. The deformation process 

tracks the location change of the polygons and their vertices across the 

frames. The 3D information of each object's corner is extracted based on 

the location change of the corresponding vertex. Furthermore, the change 

in the area of each region across the frames is used to accurately extract 

the average depth of the surface corresponding to that region. The 

algorithm is completely autonomous and does not require user 

interference, training or pre-knowledge. The experimental results 

demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to extract the objects' 3D 

information with high accuracy within a reasonable time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Machine Vision as a technique for providing navigation information has been receiving 

attention since the early 80
th
 [2-5]. This attention could be explained by the observation 

that most animals depend upon their vision system for navigation. This observation is 

true for animals ranging from insects like bees up to almost intelligent animals like 

monkeys. Studies have suggested that these animals use visual landmarks as navigation 

aides [2, 3]. 

Navigation based upon self-measurements like odometer for moved distance and 

compass for angles leads to accumulative error in the final position. This error grows 

with time until the robot completely loses orientation. Observing landmarks then 

estimating the position relative to them does not suffer from this error accumulation. 

As a confirmation for this fact, consider a man walking in the desert with no 

landmarks, it is impossible for him to maintain a straight heading. Furthermore, 

unexpected obstacles may appear in the target path, which may require dynamic 
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navigation around them. From these observations it seems natural to seek navigation 

using Machine Vision. 

Calculating the 3D information of scene objects relative to the position of the 

camera is essential for navigation. Two basic vision techniques for extracting this 

information are available. One technique is Monocular Vision [5-9], in which the 3D 

information is extracted from a sequence of images acquired under a relative motion of 

the camera. The other is Stereo Vision [10-12], in which the 3D information is 

obtained from two separate views of the same scene. Stereo Vision accuracy decreases 

rapidly with the increase of the distance of the object compared to the baseline distance 

separating the two views. For example, during car driving the length of the baseline 

separating the two eyes of the driver is negligible when compared to the distance of the 

faraway cars. Therefore there is no difference between the two images acquired by the 

two eyes and consequently no stereo vision.  The estimation of the distance in this case 

must depend upon a monocular vision strategy.  As another support to the suggestion 

that monocular vision is enough for navigation, a person with one eye can still walk 

around without bumping into things.  

Monocular Vision navigation requires tracking of different regions as they 

change position across the frames in the sequence. This paper proposes a Deformable 

Contour Method (DCM) for accomplishing this tracking. DCMs are energy minimizing 

techniques that deform a single contour under the influence of internal and external 

forces [13-19]. The internal forces impose the contour smoothness and the external 

forces attract the contour to the object boundary. DCMs try to minimize the integration 

of these forces around the contour. Although DCMs are usually used for tracking a 

single region, the Region-Based Deformable Net (RbDN) that we developed in [1] 

automatically segments all the regions in the image. Furthermore the deformation 

process tracks the changes in shape and location of these segmented regions across the 

frames. These changes are used to estimate the distances of the objects corresponding 

to these regions. Due to the small time separating successive frames, tracking the 

change in the image is relatively easy when compared with the classical feature 

matching usually necessary in stereo vision systems. This ease allows for the real time 

performance necessary for robotic application.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review for the 

RbDN technique. Section 3 describes the use of the RbDN technique to segment a 

video sequence. Section 4 explains using the RbDN technique to extract the objects 3D 

information. Section 5 shows some of the experimental results. Section 6 concludes 

this work. 

 

2. RBDN TECHNIQUE  

As mentioned earlier, the heart of the proposed method is using a deformation 

technique for continuous tracking of the various regions in the image. The RbDN 

technique that we developed in [1] is modified to be used for this purpose. Unlike other 

deformable contour techniques, RbDN deforms a planner net that covers the entire 

image. This net consists of a group of vertices that symbolize the regions corners. The 

vertices are connected by edges without crossing each others forming elastic polygons 
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(contours) that represent the segmented regions' boundaries. The following sections 

will give more details about this method. 

   

2.1 Net Structure  

In order to fully understand the RbDN technique, a mathematical formalism is needed. 

The net is simply a plane graph, ),( EVNet  , that consists of a group of vertices, V , 

connected by edges, E . Each vertex, )(NetVvi  , is represented by a point in the 

Euclidian plane, ),( yxvi , where x  and y  are Euclidian distances from an origin at the 

center of the Net . Each edge, )(NetEei  , is represented by a line segment that 

connects two vertices, ),( ji vve , i.e.  2VE  . For the rest of this work the term edge 

will be used to represent this defined mathematical meaning and will not be used to 

indicate a point with high value of gradient in the image. Nontrivial network covers a 

limited area of the Euclidian plane that is referred to as Q .  

The plane graph has a unique characteristic: it can be sketched on a piece of 

paper in such a way that no edges meet in a point other than the common ends (the 

vertices). The following few restrictions are added to the general definition of the 

planer graph to form the definition of the Net : 

- The Net has vertices at the corners of Q , to identify the Net extent. These vertices 

are connected with edges to surround Q .  These edges form the outer boundary of 

the Net . 

- The set of edges, )(NetE , could be partitioned into subsets, such that each subset, 

kp , represents a polygon within Q . The edges within each polygon are ordered 

such that the interior of the polygon is always on the right hand side of the edges. 

Note that, each edge contributes in exactly two polygons except the edges at the 

outer boundary of the Net . The sequence of edges, }|,,{ 21 Kif peeee  , could 

be represented by an ordered set of vertices. Therefore, we can rewrite the polygon 

as },,,{ 21 fk vvvp   which signify that, each pair ),( 1ii vv  is an edge in, 

kp .The pair ),( 1vv f  represents the last edge in the polygon, kp . Each polygon 

covers an area of Q  that we call, Qpk  )( . These areas are not mutually 

exclusive, that as )()( ji pp   does not necessary represent a zero area. A 

polygon can contain another polygon within its area.   

- Except for very special networks, there is a large number of ways in which a 

network can be partitioned into polygons. A unique partitioning is to use polygons 

with the smallest possible area. That is to minimize the overlapping of polygons. 

Therefore, the Net  represents a way to partition the space, Q , into set of 

polygons, )(NetP . In other words the polygons resample the pieces of a puzzle that 

when fitted together form the full area, Q . At this point we need to refine the notation 

of the net to be, ),,( PEVNet  . 

Given a real life image, I , and a ),,( PEVNet   with extent, Q , that has the 

exact same dimension of the image, we can overlay the Net  over the image. Each 
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Polygon of the Net , )(NetPpk  , or the difference of two or more polygons 

represents a segment of the image. Therefore, we can consider the Net  as a formal 

mathematical notation to represent a segmentation of an image. This mathematical 

representation is necessary to introduce the concept of deformation to the process of 

image segmentation. One can easily imagine the process of deformation as the process 

of adjusting the location of the vertices (the corners of the polygons) to coincide the 

segments in the image. The mathematical description of the segments as a Net , 

provides the language to describe the different deformation operations like, inserting a 

new vertex into a polygon or merging two polygons to form a single larger one. 

The general structure of the proposed net is illustrated through simple example 

shown in Figure (1). As shown in this figure the image under segmentation has three 

regions 1R , 2R  and 3R . The first region, 1R , is represented by one polygon, 

},,,{ 76511 vvvvp  , while 2R  is represented by two polygons 

},,,,,{ 5674322 vvvvvvp   and }.,,.........,{ 23983 vvvp  , the area of 2R = )( 32 pp  , 

the third region, 3R , is represented by 3p .  

 

Figure 1: Segmentation example clarifies the net structure.  

 

2.2 Net Deformation  

The proposed net is automatically initialized to fully cover the real life image, I . That 

is the corner vertices that define Q  should coincide the image corners. The proposed 

net can have arbitrary initial structure but we choose the simple one illustrated in 

Figure (2). As shown in this figure the net extent, Q , is partitioned into equal sized 

squares. 

The net deforms under the effect of forces generated around the common edge 

between every adjacent polygon pair. The average color of each polygon in the pair 
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and the color of the pixels around the common edge, generate these deformation 

forces. Each polygon searches a thin area outside its boundary for pixels with color that 

are close to its average color. If considerable number of such pixels is found, the 

polygon attempts to inflate itself to include these pixels. We call these thin areas the 

sensitivity regions. Naturally the forces of the neighboring polygon oppose this 

inflation and the system settles at the equilibrium of all these forces. 

  

 

Figure 2: The initial shape of the proposed net, equaled size squares. 

 

 
Figure 3: Edge, le , surrounded by two sensitivity regions. Left and right sensitivity 

regions are represented by 


lS  and 


lS  respectively.   
 

 

The left hand side (outside) of every edge in each polygon contains two non 

overlapped sensitivity regions as shown in Figure (3). For the edge, le , these 

sensitivity regions are denoted 


lS  and 


lS . Each sensitivity region is a rectangular area 

having a height of w  and width equals to half of edge length. To understand how the 

forces are generated consider the arrangement shown in Figure (4). 
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Figure 4: A part of the proposed net shows forces affect edge le  from the point of 

view of ip .       

 

In the figure, there are two adjacent regions having different colors, iR  and jR , 

and two polygons, ip  and jp , that are not aligned over the regions. The two polygons 

cover image areas, )( ip  and )( jp  and their respective colors averages are 

represented by )( ipC  and )( jpC . The edge separating the two polygons does not 

coincide with the true boundary separating the two regions forming alignment 

disparity. From the point of view of ip , this disparity is measured by the number of 

pixels within each of its sensitivity regions 


lS  and 


lS  that satisfy the following 

conditions: 

1. The pixel   is located within the area of the neighboring polygon, )( jp . 

2. The color distance between the pixel color and its current polygon color is large, 

 ))(),(( jpCCColorDist . That is, the pixel should not belong to this 

region based on the color distance.  

3. The distance between the pixel color and the neighboring polygon color is small, 

 ))(),(( ipCCColorDist .  

Where,  

 )(C : The color vector of the pixel  . 

 ),( 21 CCColorDist : A measurement of color dissimilarity between two color 

vectors, 1C  and 2C .  

   : The color distance threshold. 
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We denote such alignment disparity measure )(


lSH  and )(


lSH  respectively. A small 

value of )(


lSH  and )(


lSH  represents a good fit of the edge le . The deviation from 

this state leads to the deformation forces: 

2

)(


 l
l

SH
F


             (1) 

2

)(


 l
l

SH
F


                                                    (2) 

Where,  : The length of the edge. 

From the point of view of jp  (not shown in the figure), there is no color 

mismatch under its sensitivity regions and thus no opposing forces.   

In general any vertex kv  is a member in a set of polygons k .  In each polygon, 

this vertex connects exactly two edges each generates forces that affect its position. 

Thus, the number of forces that affect the vertex kv  is kk  2  , see Figure (5).  

 
Figure 5: A part of the proposed net shows forces affect vertex 1lv  due to its 

existence in ip . 

 

These forces are arbitrary oriented and are treated as real forces. They are added 

as vectors to generate the total force, T
kF , that affecting the vertex kv ,  






ki

i
T

k FF


                                 (3) 

T
kF  could be decomposed into two components one in the x  direction that we denote 

Tx
kF  and the other in the y  direction that we denote Ty

kF . These components are the 
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best estimation of the position change needed to enhance the fit of the polygon edge 

over the region boundary, that is: 
Tx
kk Fx   : The total deviation of the vertex kv  in the x  direction.              (4) 

  Ty
kk Fy  : The total deviation of the vertex kv  in the y  direction.               (5) 

Therefore the position update rule could be written as:   

)(),()( kkkk vLyxvL                           (6) 

Where, )( kvL : The Euclidian location of the vertex, kv .  

A complete round of vertices adjustment forms a single deformation cycle. 

Usually more than one cycle is needed to get good results. 

 

2.3 Net Maintenance  

During the deformation process situation that requires special treatment may arise. The 

system periodically checks and handles these situations to keep the net simple. The 

most import situations and the way to handle them are as follows: 

Polygon merge: If during the deformation, two neighboring polygons with almost the 

same average region colors emerge, they should be merged in order to reduce the 

overall number of the polygons. Assume that these two polygons colors averages are 

represented by )( ipC  and )( jpC  and if  ))(),(( ji pCpCColorDist  then ip  and 

jp  should be merged. 

There is another type of polygon merging that depends on the polygon size. Polygons 

with very small area (smaller than 200 pixels) are merged to one of its neighbors. The 

neighbor to be merged with is the one with minimum color distance (to the polygon to 

be deleted) regardless of the magnitude of this distance.     

Vertex deletion: There are three states that require deleting a vertex in order to 

minimize the overall number of vertices. These states are:  

1. Two edges that almost lie on the same line. 

2. Small length edges that have a negligible effect on the net shape.  

3. Spike (thorn) edges, the edges which enclose small angle. 

Vertex Insertion:  Since there is no prior knowledge about the regions' shapes, the 

optimum number of vertices for each specific polygon is not known. Therefore, and 

during the deformation process a polygon with less than adequate number of vertices 

may arise. The solution for such case is the vertex insertion operation. Figure (6) shows 

an edge, e , that needs vertex insertion to enhance its fit. As shown in the Figure, the 

two alignment disparity measures of this edge from the point of view of the polygon 

ip  are )(


lSH and )(


lSH  and from point of view of jp are )(


tSH  and )(


tSH . 

In this arrangement the force due to )(


lSH  is balanced with the force due to )(


tSH  

and the force due to )(


lSH is balanced with the force due to )(


tSH . That is, the 

overall forces affecting e  are small but the quality of the fit is not good. This special 

balance state could be easily detected by observing that the overall small forces are not 

accompanied with small value of its alignment disparity measures. If any of the 

measures is above a specific limit, , then there is a need for a new vertex. The 
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insertion operation is performed by breaking the edge e  into two edges then re-

indexing the vertices in the polygon. 

 

Figure 6: Condition at which a vertex should be inserted. 

 

The net deformation and the maintenance cycles are repeated periodically until a 

good fit is reached. Stopping the iteration process depends upon the maximum 

displacement over of all the vertices in the net. If this displacement is under a specific 

preset value the algorithm stops.  

RbDN technique automatically segments the entire image into a small number of 

regions in a compact mathematical form represented by the net. This net is rich with 

topological and other information about the regions and their shapes that are useful for 

other Vision algorithms especially image sequence analysis. 

 

3. SEGMENTING VIDEO SEQUENCES  

The RbDN technique as described in Section 2 is intended for still image analysis. It 

needs two modifications to be useful for analyzing image sequences. The first 

modification seeks increasing the analyses speed by using the result of each frame as a 

starting point for the next one. The idea is that, the minimum changes between the 

successive frames require smaller number of deformation cycles for convergence. This 

modification considerably shortens the processing time leading to the real-time 

performance necessary for monocular vision navigation.  

The second modification adds to the algorithm the capability to handle any 

extreme scene changes. After convergence and as the robot movies new objects may 

enter the filed of view generating new regions in the image. Accordingly, the algorithm 

should be able to inject new polygons into the net. The need for new polygons is 

detected by observing the filling factors of the regions. The new object appearance 

increases the off-pixels and consequently decreases the filling factor. In this case the 

region with a small filling factor is fragmented into smaller regions. The deformation 

process then regroups these smaller regions constructing considerable size regions 
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ready for deformation. The fragmentation process could be considered as a local 

reinitialization for the region with lower filling factor.  

  

4. 3D Information Extraction 

Extracting the objects' 3D information requires the solution of two problems. The first 

is the correspondence problem, in which the corresponding features are to be matched 

between the image pair [10]. The second problem is utilizing the locations of the 

corresponding features to get the required 3D information using triangulation [5]. The 

accuracy of the extracted 3D information highly depends upon the baseline distance 

between the points of view of the two images. Using longer baseline distance increases 

the extracted 3D information accuracy. Unfortunately it also increases the search space 

leading to a more complex matching process. Therefore, the 3D information accuracy 

and the complexity of solving the correspondence problem are conflicting factors. 

 In monocular vision, these conflicting factors can be treated easily using an image 

sequence [9]. To get a good accuracy two frames separated by a significant ground 

distance are used. These frames are not consecutive frames but separated by a sequence 

of intermediate ones. Matching feature between the first and the final frames would be 

a complex process because of the extended search space. Instead, tracking the changes 

of the objects' features through the intermediate image sequence, as described in 

Section (3), provide a simpler alternative. The location of vertices and the regions are 

continuously adjusted for each new intermediate frame using the deformation process. 

Therefore the correspondence of the vertices between the first and the final frames is 

readily available after deformation. That is, tracking the vertices through the 

intermediate frames is used instead of the complex feature matching to solve the 

correspondence problem.   

The second step is utilizing the corresponding feature locations and the baseline 

distance to get the 3D information. As will be illustrated in the next sections two 

techniques are suggested to perform this operation: the Vertex-Based Extraction 

method and the Area-Based Extraction method.  

 

4.1 Vertex-based Extraction Method 

Vertex-Based extraction method aims to obtain the 3D information of the objects 

corners using the locations of the corresponding vertices. This work uses the standard 

triangulation technique [5] described by the geometric model shown in Figure (7).  

As the camera moves from position iO  to jO  two frames are taken which are 

denoted ir  and jr . A specific corner   of a certain object is represented by the vertex 

),( i
k

i
k

i
k yxv  in the net of frame ir  , the vertex location changes during the net 

deformation to be ),( j
k

j
k

j
k yxv  in frame jr . This change of the vertex location is the 

bases used to get the depth information. Note that since the robot moves on a 

horizontal plane the distance,Y , between the object point ,  , and the optical axis is 

constant. Under this assumption the triangulation operation could be simplified as 

follows: 
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iO  and jO : The position of the camera at frames ir and jr respectively. 
iZ  and jZ : the depth of the object's corner,  , at frames ir and jr respectively. 

f : The focal length of the camera lens. 

 
Figure 7: The geometric model of extracting 3D information from single moving 

camera. 

 

Comparing the similar triangles OOi  and ii
k

i TvO , we get 

f

y

Z

Y i
k

i
                         (7) 

Similarly, from the similar triangles OO j  and jj
k

j TvO , we get  

f

y

Z

Y j
k

j
                         (8) 

But  

ZZZ ij                          (9) 

Where, Z : The moving distance in the Z direction between the two captured frames 

(baseline distance). 

Solving these three equations we get, 


















i
k

j
k

j
ki

yy

y
ZZ                      (10) 

Substituting Y  and i
ky  by 

iX  and i
kx  respectively in Equation (7), also, 

substituting Y  and j
ky  by 

jX  and j
kx  respectively in Equation (8), the X  coordinates 

of the point   can be found as follows: 

f

Zx
X

ii
ki                        (11) 

f

Zx
X

jj
kj                        (12) 
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The Y coordinates of the point   could be found from Equations (7) or (8). 

By applying Equations (7-12), the 3D information, ( X ,Y , Z ), of the objects' 

corners could be determined from the corresponding vertices location. 

Further analysis can be applied on Equation (10) to calculate the sensitivity of 

the vertex-based extraction method. From the equation we get, 

i

j
k

V
Z

y

Z

y





                       (13) 

Where, y : The change in the y  value of the vertex. 

V : The change in the y  value of the vertex compared to the baseline distance 

(sensitivity). 

For a faraway objects, Z  is much larger than y , leading to a lower sensitivity 

value, V . Also, from the equation the sensitivity is affected directly by the y  value in 

the image plane. That is, the points near the optical axis, with a smaller y  value, have 

a lower sensitivity leading to inaccurate depth estimation. From the symmetry, the 

same principle can be applied to the points with small x  value. Therefore we could 

conclude that the sensitivity of the Vertex-Based method is small for the points that are 

close to the center of the filed of view if the displacement of the camera is parallel to 

the optical axis. This problem could be handled using the Area-Based Extraction 

method described in the next section.  

 

4.2 Area-Based Extraction Method 

The motion of the robot changes the camera point of view and consequently the 

projection area of the objects on the image plane. As the robot moves towards an 

object, its apparent area in the image increases. Knowing the moved distance of the 

robot (the baseline distance) a good estimate of the object distance from the camera 

could be obtained.  

 In the image plane a region and its area are denoted, kR  and )( kRA  

respectively. Due to the linear relationship between the object and the image plane 

dimensions, the area, )( kRA , is proportional to the inverse of the distance square. That 

is:  

2

1
)(

Z
RA k                        (14) 

Where, Z  is the average depth of the region, kR . For two captured frames ir  and 
jr  

the following relationship could be derived: 

2

2

)(

)(

)(

)(
i

j

k
j

k
i

Z

Z

RA

RA
                       (15) 

Substituting 
jZ  by ZZ i  in Equation (15) we get, 

)(

)(
1

k
j

k
i

i

RA

RA

Z
Z




                       (16) 
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Since the moved distance of the robot, Z , and the area of the region in the two 

images )( k
i RA  and )( k

j RA  are available, the average depth of the object surface 

could be obtained using Equation (16), 

To obtain the sensitivity of the Area-Based extraction method, substitute 

)( k
i RA  by )()( kk

j RARA  in Equation (16) then we get, 

)()(2)(

2

k
j

ik
j

ik RA
Z

Z
RA

Z

Z
RA 







 



                    (17)  

Where, )( kRA : The change in the area value of region, kR .  

For the small value of iZZ , the second term in the right hand side of Equation 

(17) could be neglected. Consequently we get, 





















i

k
j

k
A

Z

RA

Z

RA )(
2

)(
                      (18) 

Where, A : The change in the area value compared to the baseline distance 

(sensitivity). 

Comparing the sensitivities of the Area-Based and the Vertex-Based extraction 

methods, as given in Equations (18) and (13) respectively, one can notice that: the 

sensitivity in Equation (18) is proportional to the area but in Equation (13) the 

sensitivity is proportional to the y  value only. Thus, for surfaces with reasonable areas 

the sensitivity using the Area Based Method is higher than that of the Vertex Based 

method which results in a more accurate depth estimation. This sensitivity 

enhancement is more vivid for objects near the optical axis of the camera. Unlike, 

Vertex-Based, the Area-Based extraction method is used mainly to calculate the 

average depth of the object surface not for extracting the 3D information of the object 

corners. This average depth is important for robot navigation especially for objects still 

at long distance from the current robot position.  

In monocular vision navigation, the camera is usually pointing forward to collect 

information regarding the robot path. In such case objects near the center of the filed of 

view are more important than other objects. Using the Vertex-Based extraction method 

to obtain the depth information in this case leads to poor results. The Area-Based 

extraction method is a more practical alternative. The depth measurement enhancement 

for such monocular configuration is the main contribution of this work. 

  

5. Experimental Results  

To test the algorithm a simple mobile Robot was designed and constructed as shown in 

Figure (8). The robot carries a PC that is dedicated to the navigation purposes with the 

following specification: 3GHz, 512 MB of Ram running MS Windows XP. A stander 

webcam is connected to the PC using USB 2 connection. The camera is mounted at the 

front of the robot such that robot motion is parallel to the optical axis of the camera. 

The captured bitmap images are with size 320x240 pixels only, to keep the execution 

time reasonable. The robot locomotion is controlled by a microcontroller. The wheel is 

equipped with encoders to measure the traveled distance within 0.5 cm accuracy. This 

platform is used to capture the image sequences for test purposes. The extracted 3D 
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information from the proposed system is used for navigation. The details of the 

navigation process are beyond this work.  

 

 
 

Figure 8: A simple mobile Robot designed and constructed to carry out the 

experiments  

 

 

The first experiment is performed to compare Vertex-Based and Area-Based 

extraction methods. In this experiment the first and the final frame are taken from two 

points of view separated by 10 cm as shown in Figure (9).  

 

  

Figure 9: Two frames, baseline distance 10 cm.  
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In these images, there are two boxes with different sizes and colors. The apparent area 

of the red box is 530 cm
2
 and for the green one it is 360 cm

2
. RbDN technique 

segments the first frame as a still image with a good fitting in 0.18 second. The 

deformation process tracks the changes in the locations of the vertices and the regions 

from the first frame to the final frame in 0.13 second. The 3D information of the 

objects is measured using the Vertex-Based and the Area-Based extraction methods. 

The 3D information extraction time for both methods is negligible in comparison with 

the deformation time.  

As given in Table (1), the errors in the estimated depths using the Vertex-Based 

extraction method are much higher than those using the Area-Based extraction method. 

The Vertex-Based extraction method gives poor results especially for vertices near the 

optical axis (error up to 306.1%). This could be explained if the sensitivity Equations 

(13, 18) are considered. The changes in the y  values between the two frames are small 

when compared to the changes in the area values. Also from the Table, one can 

conclude that, for the Area-Based method the accuracy of the depth information 

increases with the increase of the objects' areas. 

The second experiment is performed to test the ability of the Area-Based 

extraction method to determine the average depth of real objects having various sizes, 

shapes and depths. Figure (10), shows the starting and the ending frames used in the 

analysis. These frames are taken from two points of view separated by 5 cm. The 

RbDN technique segments the first frame in 0.2 second. Tracking the changes in the 

location of the vertices and the regions from the first frame to the final frame is 

achieved in 0.08 second. Due to the smaller baseline distance, the tracking time is 

small. The estimated average depths of the objects surfaces are reported in Table (2). 

As shown from the table, the errors are within 2% for all objects. 

As mentioned before the standard stereo vision technique gives poor results with 

faraway objects. Monocular systems utilize the apparent larger baseline distance to 

provide better results for such objects. This experiment tests the ability of the proposed 

technique to extract depth information for objects at longer distances (7 meters). To 

test the effect of the baseline on the quality of the results, two values of the baseline 

length are used. That is, the depth information is extracted using images separated by 

100 cm and 200 cm for comparison. As shown in Figure (11), the images contain two 

objects, pot and tree at distances of 712.5 cm and 725.0 cm respectively (relative to 

location # 1). The first frame is segmented using the RbDN technique in 0.17 second. 

The tracking process from the first frame to the second one and from the second frame 

to the third each took 0.15 second. The resulted average depths are illustrated in Table 

(3). The window average depth could not be calculated at location # 3 because a 

significant part of the window disappeared from the filed of view. As shown from the 

table the accuracy increases using larger baseline distance. Using baseline distance 200 

cm decreases error to less than 0.2 %. 
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Table (1): Comparison between Vertex-Based and Area-Based Extraction methods to obtain the 3D information of objects 

illustrated in Figure (9). 

Object  

P
o

in
ts 

Real Values (cm) Vertex-Based Extraction Method Area-Based Extraction Method 

Estimated Values (cm) Absolute Error % Zy   

(Pixels) 

at 

cm

Z

10


 

Estimated Values (cm) Absolute Error % ZA   

(Pixels) 

at 

cm

Z

10


 

X Y Z X Y Z X Y  Z X Y Z X Y Z 

Red A -26 16.25 85 -19.7 12.1 65.72 24.23 25.53 22.6 13.05 -26.46 16.28 84.86 1.769 0.184 0.164 2779 

B -5.5 16.25 85 -4.26 11.23 61.66 22.5 30.8 27.4 12.24 -5.73 16.13 84.86 4.181 0.738 0.164 2779 

C -5.5 -8.7 85 -27.07 -40.6 345.2 392.1 366.6 306.1 1.3 -5.7 -8.98 84.86 3.636 3.218 0.164 2779 

D -26 -8.7 85 -75.99 -25.8 224.8 192.2 196.5 164.4 1.97 -26.5 -9.1 84.86 1.923 4.597 0.164 2779 

Green 

 

A 8.5 15.2 85 5.67 10.58 62.5 33.29 30.39 26.47 11.94 8.02 15.029 84.25 5.647 1.125 0.882 1937 

B 23.5 15.2 85 16.86 11.43 64.63 28.25 24.8 23.96 11.99 22.887 15.429 84.25 2.608 1.506 0.882 1937 

C 23.5 -8.7 85 54.9 -20.28 185.2 133.6 133.1 117.8 2.31 23.214 -8.2 84.25 1.217 5.747 0.882 1937 

D 8.5 -8.7 85 24.25 -24.95 228 185.2 186.7 168.2 1.85 8.09 -8.43 84.25 4.823 3.103 0.882 1937 
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Figure 10: Two frames, baseline distance 5 cm. 

 
Robot's location #1 

Robot's location #2 Robot's location #3 

Figure 11: Three frames, baseline distance 100 cm. 
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Table (2): Average depths obtained for objects illustrated in Figure (10) using Area-

Based extraction method.  

Object Real Average 

Depth (cm) 

Estimated Average 

Depth (cm) 

Error % 

Box 92.33 94.4 2.2 

Tomato 47 46.93 0.14 

Pepper 68.5 67 2.1 

Table (3): Average depths obtained for objects illustrated in Figure (11) using Area-

Based extraction method. 

Robot Location Object Real 

Average 

Depth (cm) 

Estimated 

Average Depth 

(cm) 

Absolute Error 

% 

Location #2 

Baseline 100 cm 

Pot 612.5 630 2.85 

Tree 625 640 2.4 

Location #3 

Baseline 200 cm 

Pot 512.5 513.5 0.195 

Tree 525 526 0.19 

 

6. Conclusion 

This work, proposes using the Region-Based Deformable Net (RbDN) technique for 

image sequence segmentation. It further proposes using the sequence segmentation 

results to obtain 3D information for the objects in the scene. This process is intended to 

be used for monocular vision navigation of mobile robots. RbDN technique is 

particularly suitable for this task. It deforms an elastic net that represents the contours 

of the different areas in the images as they change locations and/or shapes across 

frames. The correspondence of the areas and their vertices are automatically tracked 

which eliminates the need for solving the correspondence problem. From the 

corresponding position of the vertices, the objects' 3D information could be obtained 

using triangulation. As shown in the paper the estimation sensitivity for the points near 

the optical axis is small which leads to poor 3D results. To overcome this problem 

another method is proposed to get the average distance of the different surfaces of the 

objects. This method depends upon the changes in the areas of the regions as the 

camera moves to estimates the objects' distances. This Area-Based method is 

mathematically proven more accurate and experimentally provided better results.   
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لة تعتمد  استخلاص المعلومات الثلاثية الأبعاد باستخدام شبكة مُتَشَكِّ
 مها في ملاحة روبوت أحادى الرؤيةاعلي صفات المناطق لاستخد

 
يقدم هذا البحث تقنية  دديةدم نبنية   اةت التلةمن لاننحنيةاد ايدةاد النلةاياد الحقيقية  بةي    بة د 

يي نلاحته  يتم التخلاص هةذ  النلةاياد نة  ندن  ة   أحادى ال ؤي   الألياء النحيط  به لالتخدانها
ص   نتتالي  يتم التقاطها  ات نلاياد بيني  بماني ا  حيدم نحن لة   اةت ال  بة د أءنةاء ح متةه ل نةام 
 النظام النصنم بهذ  التقني  يعنن أ ت ناتيميا  لا يحتاج إلت تد يب أ  نع ي  نلةبق  بنم نةاد الصة  م 

 أ  تدخن ن  النلتخدم.

 تعتند هذ  التقني   ات لبم  نتلما  لتدزئ  الص   لاحص ن  اةت الحةد د لمةن نناطقهةا  اللةبم  
النلتخدن  نم ن  ن  ندن    ن   ؤؤس النضاعاد ن صا  نعا بخطة ط يية  نتقاطعة   نتقاباة  يقةط 
ةةا     نةةد هةةذ  الةة ؤؤس   تلةةةن اللةةبم  نلةةاح  نةة  النلةةت ى ااوايةةدى نحةةد دم بخطةة ط خا ديةة  ن ص 

ا ؤؤس الننء ا  لأ ما  هذ  النلاح   من نضاع ن  هذ  اللبم  ينَءَّن  ياضةيا بندن  ة  نة  الة ؤؤس ل
الن تب  بحيث تم   النضاعاد دائنا  ات يني  الخط ط الن صا  لهذ  ال ؤؤس  تلةن هةذ  النضةاعاد 

لالبم   هةي نلةا ي   نلاحاد نتباين  ن  النلت ى ااوايدى  اتحاد هذ  النضاعاد يمَ    النلاح  الماي 
ةن مةن ننطقة  نة  نناطقهةا بنضةاع لنلاح  ال ص  م الن اد تدزيئها   ند بلط اللبم   اةت الصة  م تنَءَّ

 احد أ  بالف ق بي   دد ن  النضةاعاد   يلةتخدم الخة ا زم النقتة ى وة ى يةتم ت ليةدها حة ن الخطة ط 
  النلت م  بي  النضاعاد بناء  ات تدانس ت زيع الا   يي نناطق الصة  م لتلةمين اللةبم   تعنةن هةذ

 الق ى  ات تحلي  انطباق النضاعاد  ات الحد د الحقيقي  لأدزاء الص  م 
هةذ  اللةبم  يةةي نلاحة  ال  بة د أحةةاد  ال ؤية  تقة م  ناية  التلةةمن بتتبةع التةية  يةةي  م لالةتخدا 

نلاحاد النضاعاد  ن اوع  ؤؤلها خلان الصة   النتتابعة   يقةدم هةذا البحةث طة يقتي  لالةتخدام هةذا 
اة  بهةذ  النضةاعاد  تلةتخدم التةي  يت الح نَءَّ ص ن  ات النلةاياد الحقيقية  بةي  ال  بة د  المائنةاد النل

الط يقةة  الأ لةةت نقةةدا  التةيةة  يةةي ن اوةةع  ؤؤس النضةةاعاد لاحصةة ن  اةةت الأبعةةاد الءلاءيةة  لأ مةةا  
ل اوعة  المائناد  تعانت هذ  الط يق  ن  ا تفاع نلب  الخطة  يةت إيدةاد النلةاياد خاصة  بالنلةب  لانقةاط ا

بالق ب ن  النح   البص    ندنا تم   ح م  ال  ب د ن ازي  لهذا النحة   لةذلت تةم الةتنباط ط يقة  
اة  لألةطك المائنةاد خةلان الصة   النتتابعة  لاحصة ن  أخ ى تلتخدم التةي  يت نلةاحاد الننةاطق الننء 

ء  نلائن  لنلاح    بة د  ات النلاياد بي  هذ  الألطك   ال  ب د بدو   الي   تعتب  هذ  الط يق  أم
المائناد الق يب  ن  النح   البص   لاماني ا ذاد أهني   عماني ا ن دهه ل نام حيث أ  ن او مبالتخدا

خاصةة  لتدنةةب الع ائةةق يةةي  نايةة  النلاحةة   وةةد أءبتةةد التدةةا ب نةةدى مفةةاءم الخةة ا زم النقتةة ى يةةي 
 النلاح .  التخلاص النلاياد بي  ال  ب د  المائناد النحيط  به خلان
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